SKOT WELCH

SPEAKER/BRIDGEBUILDER

DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT. CULTURAL COMPETENCY.
SUSTAINABLE RESULTS. BOTTOM LINE IMPACT.

Skot is recognized as a leader in utilizing the principles of
global quality standards for the development and implementation of sustainable, systematic and measurable
diversity initiatives.
He has worked in the area of Diversity Management for
nearly 20 years and his sought after in-depth knowledge
of organizational diversity management systems development brings together and maximizes the perfect blend of
people and process.
His client experience represents a wide range of industries
such as: Aerospace, Municipalities, Offices of State and
National Government, Healthcare Systems, Insurance
Providers, Retail, Automotive, Churches, Educational
Institutions, Telecommunications, Manufacturing and
Financial Services.
Recently, Skot served as Vice President of Benchmarking
Services and Analysis for DiversityInc magazine, where he
was responsible for new industry development and best
practices analysis of the Fortune 500.
Skot has his Bachelors Degree (B.A.) in Communications
and his Masters in Management and International
Marketing (M.M.).

WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING:
"A dynamic, engaging speaker who presented
some very eye opening information. Loved
his visuals."
"Skot was most entertaining. What a
Fabulous presenter."
"Thanks again -- you were the highlight of
the week!!!"
"Different approach today… excellent
presentation. You certainly achieved the goal…
bringing together and maximizing the perfect
blend of people and Process. Excellent."
"Very effective. Best diversity session that I
have attended."

Global Bridgebuilders (GBB) is a results focused
organization comprised of a team of individuals with
extensive experience in the development and
implementation of sustainable, process focused cultural
competency and inclusion initiatives. This is accomplished
through comprehensive assessment, measurement and
sustainable diversity systems development. GBB delivers
solutions to the tough issues that organizations face such as:
employee engagement, supplier diversity development and
management, global diversity, multi-ethnic marketing and
the strengthening of sales/distributor force to thrive in the
competitive global and multicultural marketplace.
TO REQUEST INFORMATION:
T: (844) 370-1709
E: info@globalbridgebuilders.com

Email: skot@globalbridgebuilders.com
Web: www.globalbridgebuilders.com

